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Bass pro tents reviews

Getting sponsored as a pro bass angler is an important step in establishing your reputation and career as a professional fisherman. Getting corporate sponsorship is also a great way to get paid to fish full time instead of having to rely on tournament prize money winnings. There are a lot of sponsors for
pro bass anglers who compete often in fishing tournaments. Getting a business to sponsor you as a fisherman will require an impressive CV and some legwork. Research potential sponsors. Make a list of companies that make, or are associated with, fishing accessories. Watch fishing tournaments and
note which companies are frequent sponsors. Although a bit unconventional, you may even include some companies that are not associated with fishing but which are nonetheless joint sponsors. Create a sponsor request package. This is like your portfolio and you should treat it as a PR package. Include
your CV, highlighting fishing tournaments you've participated in, and how you've placed. Include your favorite picture of you and a great catch. Write the sponsorship letter. You want to include this as a cover letter for your PR package. In the first section, introduce yourself and offer some information
about your background as a bass angler. Then make your pitch outline why the company you're contacting should sponsor you. What you sell is yourself and a business will only be interested in buying if you offer them a reason why you are a good investment. Tell them about the fishing tournaments
you've been in and the ones that come up that you'll be competing in. Offer them benefits. If you write to a bait sales operation, for example, offer to give their bait at fishing expos and even to run a booth for them at events. Offer to wear a sweater or jacket with their logo and name on it. In addition,
fishing sponsors want a sponsored fisherman who can act as a consultant for their business and analyze their products from the perspective of a professional consumer. Assure the company that their sponsorship will ensure advertising and advertising for them. (Image credit: Mark Pickavance) The CAT
S62 Pro is built with harsh environments in mind, improving its predecessor's capabilities. Packed with features including an improved thermal imaging camera, it has gravel professionals working in a tough environment needed. Read our full review: Cat S62 Pro Rugged Smartphone review Deposit
Photos Driven and its partners can earn a commission if you purchase a product through one of our links. Read more. This story was updated on November 19, 2020, with new products and offerings. For the outdoor enthusiast, finding the best deals on Black Friday and Cyber Monday can be harder than
finding the perfect campsite. Which shop has the best selection of outdoor gifts at the best price? For our money we that you throw up your virtual tent Bass Pro Stores and Cabela's websites on Thanksgiving night. By 2020, Bass Pro Shops and Cabela's gives you far more time to score Black Friday and
Cyber Monday deals on gifts you want. Just in time for Black Friday, the two outdoor giants have teamed up to ensure the best retail selection in the outdoor gear, apparel and equipment industry this holiday season. And of course the best deals. We haven't got our hands on all the bargains from Bass
Pro Shops and Cabela are yet, but we managed to find a few early offers below. And judging by all the amazing products the outdoor behemoth put on sale last year, chances are you'll find a host of can't miss Black Friday gift ideas at Bass Pro Shops this year. What to look for at Black Friday At Bass Pro
Stores and Cabela'sFor to special big game-loving someone on your shopping list, you'll find some great deals. Last year, the Carbon Express X-Force PileDriver 390 Crossbow package went for a 50 percent discount, and we can almost guarantee similar deals this year. Game cameras such as the
Bushnell Trophy Cam HD package should be available with similar discounts. Electronic hunting gear is another great savings option. Walker's digital Silencer earbuds were 40 percent off last year, and range finders could reach half price by 2020. Of course, optics like the Nikon Buckmasters II riflescope
can be 25 percent off or more as well. Deposit Photos For many, fishing gear, rods and wheels make the ideal holiday gift. Looking for gifts for the fishing type? Last year, rod and wheel combos were marked down nearly 50 percent off or more, and there's no reason not to expect more of the same this
year. You can find great deals on gifts like tackle boxes and rod racks, guaranteed. They make the perfect gift for the fisherman (and woman). Want technology? Last year, the Aqua-Vu Micro II underwater camera was a full 25 percent off. And the impressive Garmin Instinct GPS Smartwatch hit 33
percent off over the Black Friday/Cyber Monday weekend. We expect to see similarly amazing markdowns on all kinds of high-tech gadgetry to help make your adventure easier for Black Friday 2020.But you don't have to wait until Thanksgiving is wrapped up and over to score Black Friday and Cyber
Monday deals at Bass Pro Shops and Cabela's. BPS and Cabela's are unveiling many deals early, rolling out new discounts almost daily as Black Friday approaches. Here are several offers you can take advantage of right now. $100 OFF Garmin GPSMAP Handheld GPS with navigation sensors Check
latest price Garmin GPSMAP Handheld GPS with navigation sensors are on sale right now for $249, down $100 from its original price of $349. This hard and robust GPS navigation system is perfect for backpackers and hikers, or anyone who wants to get lost in nature without actually getting lost. with a
letlæse letlæse even in bright sunlight, you get accurate tracking and location data for up to 16 hours. It includes a three-axis compass, a barometer altimeter, and is even Bluetooth compatible. You can direct roads or trails and get turn-by-turn directions, and this GPS device comes filled with TopoActive
maps. You can even add extra cards if you want. 17% OFF Cabela's Intensity HD Binocular Check Latest Price Looking to Improve Your Long Range Visibility? A pair of Cabela's Intensity HD Binoculars are the perfect companion, and they're on sale for $169.97 right now. That's a saving of 17 percent of
the original price of $189. Want an even smarter model? Higher priced pairs are marked down to $329.97 from $399.99. These binoculars are made with high definition extra-low-dispersion glass and have several anti-reflective lens coatings. You'll clearly see with impressive clarity and improved reality
downs. The body is constructed of rubber armor and magnesium alloy. They are also waterproof with an IPX7 rating and the ability to withstand underwater diving for up to 30 minutes. SAVE $20 Browning High Noon USB Rechargeable Spotlight Check latest price You can score Browning High Noon
USB Rechargeable Spotlight for $89.97 right now. That's over $20 in savings from the original price of $109.99. This spotlight is bright and effective, giving you an intense wide angle and long-distance light beam for the darkest nights outdoors. Multiple lighting modes powered by an LED bulb allow you to
choose your lighting. You can choose as little as 50 lumen or as much as 915 lumen. It is waterproof and perfectly equipped to allow you to see as far as 550 meters away. Even better, this spotlight comes with a power bank. You can charge the limelight itself or use it to charge other electronic devices
while you're away from home. SAVE $20 Mr. Heater Portable Buddy Propane Heater Check Latest Price Need something bigger to keep warm outdoors while you're camping or on the go? The Mr. Heater Portable Buddy Propane Heater is also on sale, and it is discounted for $79.99. That's a $20 savings
from its normal price of $99.99. This portable propane heater is ideal for use in tents, in your garage, in a workshop or outdoors in any capacity. It can cover an impressive 225 square meters of space and keep you warm for up to 110 hours. It will supply heat with a built-in Piezo ignition rate and two heat
options that can offer 4,000 or 9,000 PPs of heat per hour. A folding handle allows you to wear it anywhere – but if you want, there are mounting holes that make it a more permanent fixture. Isolated and protected with tip-over safety shutoff as well as a low oxygen sensor, this propane heater is a
bargain. $500 OFF Champion 5500W Dual-Fuel Generator Check price if you are looking for a hard and capable generator, generator, want to take advantage of this deal on the Champion 5500W Dual-Fuel Generator. This portable and powerful generator is on sale for $699.99 right now, a $500
discount from its full retail price of $1,199.99. It can run on gasoline or propane, and it is built to be carried with you where it is most needed. It delivers 6,900 start watts and 5,500 running water of power, and it is powered by a 389cc Champion OHV engine. This generator can run for up to 10 hours at a
50 percent load (when powered by gasoline). It's relatively quiet and includes Cold Start technology, so you have no problem getting it started even in cold weather. $20 OFF Streamlight ProTac HL-X Tactical Flashlight Check Latest price Streamlight ProTac HL-X Tactical Flashlight is a great outdoor
companion, and right now you can knock $20 off its price. You can snap up this bright and brilliant handheld flashlight for $79.99 instead of $99.99. This professional quality tactical flashlight is forged out of 6000 series machined aircraft aluminum and finished with a Type II MIL-Spec anodized coating. It's
extra robust and extra outdoor ready. And it's bright. It delivers a whopping 1,000 lumens and can light up even when submerged 1 meter deep in water for up to 30 minutes. Shockproof and waterproof, this hard flashlight offers programmable operation, an anti-roll face, a removable pocket clip, and even
a holster to keep it close to your side. 20% OFF Cabela's Instinct Isolated Sleeping Pad Check Latest price Makes each backpacking or camping trip a whole lot more comfortable with Cabela's Instinct isolated Sleeping Pad-which is discounted for $95.99 or $119.99 right now, depending on the size you



choose. That's a 20 percent discount from these pads' normal pricing, which typically runs at either $119.99 or $149.99. Compact, interconnected, and very light, this sleeping pillow is the perfect outdoor companion as it can be condensed into any package. It is made with a hard 70D nylon shell and
highly compressible PrimaLoft Infinity insulation to keep you warm and cozy. It will feel just like your mattress at home thanks to a thickness that offers body contouring as well as support wherever you sleep. $80 OFF Cabela's Instinct Alaskan Hybrid Sleeping Bag Check Latest Price Get wrapped in heat,
no matter how cold it gets outdoors with Cabela's Instinct Alaskan Hybrid Sleeping Bag-it's on sale for just $319.99 right now, an $80 discount on its retail price of $399.99. This wonderfully warm sleeping bag is suitable for temperatures as low as -40 degrees, and it measures 89 x 36 inches in size. It will
survive even the most extreme outdoor conditions thanks to its hybrid design that offers heat via 80/20 F650 duck down insulation at the top and ultra-lightweight synthetic insulation at the bottom. A series of vertical smoke-led plates direct from your upper body down towards your feet, and a center baffle
helps maximize heat transfer. Constructed with hard 30D ripstop material at the top and 75D ripstop material at the bottom, this is a sleeping bag that is built to hold. $20 OFF Goal Zero Venture 30 Portable Power Station Check Latest Price If there's one thing you absolutely need when you're outdoors
and away from typical amenities, it's a portable power solution. Fortunately, you can grab the Goal Zero Venture 30 Portable Power Station as a backup power source; that's just $79.99 right now, $20 off its usual price of $99.99. This portable powerhouse packs enough juice to charge everything from a
single smartphone to tablets, cameras and other devices. It has 30 watt-hours, a 7,800 mAh power pack, and the ability to charge either via a USB port or a compatible solar panel. Lightweight for any backpacker, it has two high-speed USB ports for charging multiple devices simultaneously. It's even
completely waterproof, so you're prepared for any weather. $40 OFF Big Agnes Fly Creek Backpack Tent Check Latest price Carry the perfect outdoor shelter with you and save money-Big Agnes Fly Creek Backpack Tent is on sale for just $349.95. That's a saving of just over $40, a solid discount from
the original price of $389.99. This tent is lightweight and packed, ideal for backpackers and campers who want to travel easily. It can fit two people and it measures 86 x 52 inches in size. You'll be ready for anything with this tent, thanks to the ultralight nylon fabric, breathable polyester mesh ventilation
panels and nylon ripstop floor. A 1,200 millimeter waterproof PU coating keeps moisture and moisture in check, and a Featherlite tent rod frame ensures you're not burdened by the poles. This tent is only two pounds, but it gives you so many perks. $50 OFF Dryshod Stratalite XT rubber boots for men
Check Latest price Keep your feet warm and dry during rugged outdoor adventures with Dryshod Stratalite XT rubber boots for men. With a regular price of $129.99, the $50 drop on these bad boys make them a Black Friday steal at $79.97. Pick up a couple for yourself and gift them to a buddy this
Christmas. These camouflage boots are 100% waterproof and weatherproof for excellent field comfort. They have a five-millimeter densoprene (neoprene) lining with a four-way stretch that provides insulation and water resistance found in quality wetsuits. Each boot liner contains a nano-scale
hydrophobic coating that instantly repels water and mud, minimizing cleanup and removing concerns of frozen liquids building up between boot and liner. Add in steel shafts and an aggressive sole for top-notch field performance. 20% OFF Gerber Freeman Guide Drop Point Fast Blade Knife Check
Latest price A hard, reliable blade is an outdoorsman's Valuable tool, and Gerber Freeman Guide Drop Point Fixed Blade Knife fills this role well. This Bass Pro Shops exclusive is now 20% off, going for just $19.97 and shaving $5 off its regular price of $24.99. This knife has a drop point blade measuring
a full four inches long, making it the ideal choice for general camp use and for field dressing big game. This fixed knife has a full tong construction for strength, stiffness and durability, while TacHide overmold grip panels work with the large finger grooves and extensive jimping on the blade to give users a
solid grip at all times. This blade also comes with a nylon cape with snap closure. SAVE $20 LoCo Cookers 36-Qt. Turkey Fryer Check Latest Price LoCo Cookers 36-Qt. Turkey Fryer is a Christmas present you want your brother-in-law to open early this year. Usually goes for $99.99, you can save $20
and get if for $79.97. This deep fryer is powered by a burner that puts in an impressive 54,000 BSAs, making it easy to cook birds weighing up to 22 pounds. The burner housing is 30 percent more efficient than competing designs, and the Smart Temp Control sensor system prevents overheating by
reducing the flame. The Twist and Drain System allows the chef to lock the bird basket in place and keep it safe while it drains the used oil. It also comes with a 12-steel clip-on thermometer that helps monitor cooking and a lid with a practical, built-in hook. Don't forget to check back too because we will
update this list as deals keep coming through Black Friday and Cyber Monday! MORE TO READ
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